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Abstract 13 

Sensitive and intensively managed species require carefully thought-out management plans to 14 

promote and maintain specific habitat conditions. Urban features and land-use change must be 15 

assimilated into these habitat management plans, as they become increasingly present globally. As 16 

a case study, several MaxEnt species distribution models were developed that could enable habitat 17 

management efforts for the endangered Red-cockaded Woodpecker (RCW) in moderate to 18 

increasingly urbanized environments. Model development began with a classification of fine-scale, 19 

lidar-based habitat indicators with the area normalized at the stand level and developed around 20 

known habitat characteristics of RCW. Other explanatory rasters included distance to different 21 

urban features, and experimentation with spectral layers outside the visible light spectrum. Models 22 

were trained using presence data from a relatively small but comprehensively surveyed population 23 

in Montgomery County, Texas, and three compartments that were recently pedestrian surveyed for 24 

RCWs on the Sam Houston National Forest. The former is experiencing moderate levels of 25 

urbanization, and the latter is in earlier stages. The best performing model predicted RCW presence 26 

94% of the time at a 0.4 probability threshold and resulted in an area under the curve (AUC) of 27 

0.88. Successful model development required a specific combination of steps and data processing, 28 

including the use of lidar-based habitat indicators created using data fusion and machine learning 29 

classification, land-use features, and non-visible spectra. These methods can provide valuable 30 

insights into strategic habitat planning for the RCW and other sensitive species in urbanizing 31 

landscapes. This study reinforces what habitat characteristics promote RCW success, while 32 

providing valuable insights to guide management activities around urbanization. These could 33 

include mapping suitable recruitment areas that remain unoccupied, spatially identifying where 34 

habitat quality was lacking or sufficient, and predicting the impact of future land-use change. This 35 

case study demonstrates that species distribution modelling can be successfully applied at 36 

subpopulation and fine scales, and for the practical purpose of enabling habitat and conservation 37 

planning where anthropogenic activities are adding challenging complexities.  38 

Keywords: Lidar, urbanization, Red-cockaded Woodpecker, MaxEnt, species distribution model, 39 

machine learning 40 

1. Introduction 41 

 42 
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The use of lidar data has and continues to provide more descriptive habitat assessment when wildlife 43 

managers are modeling species distributions (Vierling et al., 2008; Bakx et al., 2019). Lidar data is a 44 

collection of light pulse returns that make up a point cloud representing complex, vertical structure of 45 

terrestrial surfaces (Lefsky et al., 2002). Data acquisition includes a variety of methods and scales, 46 

ranging from UAV-capture at local scales (Mohan et al., 2021) to spaceborne lidar used for global 47 

vegetation mapping (Ku et al., 2021). Lidar’s ability to assess habitat structure in the z-axis 48 

dimension, or vertical structure, is the premise of how it generates otherwise absent insights of 49 

habitat quality. This is especially relevant when considering bird habitats, which for several species 50 

are highly characterized by vertical forest structure (Deboer and Diamond, 2006; Vogeler et al., 51 

2014; Sasaki et al., 2016). Carefully thought-out workflows, and the lidar derivatives they generate, 52 

can be custom tailored to model habitat indicators for a specific species of interest. These spatial 53 

layers, and other variables such as bioclimatic, topographic, and anthropogenic layers can be 54 

combined and used in the development of a species distribution model (SDM). At fine scales, lidar-55 

based SDMs can also be used to distinguish where excellent habitat versus acceptable habitat is 56 

occurring, which assists with conservation planning that typically occurs at local scales (Farrell et al., 57 

2013). Furthermore, previous study suggests that lidar-based SDMs should be developed at scales 58 

similar in extent to how management decisions and practices are typically implemented (Vierling et 59 

al., 2008). 60 

When reviewing previous studies modeling avian habitat, the method of processing lidar data into 61 

something useful varies widely and there remains a significant amount of room for experimentation 62 

of methodology. Frequently, a canopy height model is derived using an area-based approach where 63 

the lidar dataset is rasterized into pixels (Smart et al., 2012; Bakx et al., 2019). Other documented 64 

methods include creating cubical “voxels” from lidar for analysis (Lefsky et al., 1999; Sasaki et al., 65 

2016), and object-based approaches where lidar data is segmented into specific forest characters, or 66 
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objects (Silveyra Gonzalez et al., 2018; Rittenhouse et al., 2022). Data fusion, where lidar and other 67 

spectral bands are combined, is one method for enhancing the predictive capabilities of lidar and 68 

structure-from-motion (SfM) point clouds (Popescu and Wynne, 2004; Swatantran et al., 2012). This 69 

study builds on previous work where a UAS-based SfM point cloud and high-resolution RGB 70 

imagery were combined and object-based classification was used to identify specific habitat 71 

indicators for Red-cockaded Woodpeckers (Dryobates borealis) or RCW (Lawrence, 2022).  72 

Lidar derivatives are eventually assimilated into the development of an SDM. Maximum Entropy or 73 

MaxEnt machine learning algorithm, is a widely used modeling tool for training and predicting the 74 

spatial distribution of species (Phillips et al., 2006; Merow et al., 2013). MaxEnt models use spatially 75 

contingent presence data and explanatory variables to model the driving forces of species presence. 76 

Model training is then used to make predictions of potential presence in unknown areas by analyzing 77 

commonalties between explanatory variables, such as bioclimatic, topographic, and habitat 78 

characteristics (Phillips et al., 2006). Recent applications of MaxEnt modeling span several major 79 

taxonomic groups, including mammalian (McFadden-Hiller and Belant, 2018), amphibian (Préau et 80 

al., 2018), avian (Mudereri et al., 2021), and invasive plant studies (Zhai et al., 2018). Avian studies 81 

often focus on successful methods for determining a species’ fundamental niche on large, landscape-82 

to-global scales (Vierling et al., 2013; Mudereri et al., 2021). In this case study, the objective was to 83 

determine whether fine-scale lidar, data fusion, and machine learning classification of habitat 84 

indicators could enable the ability to model species distributions within marginal-to-excellent habitat 85 

quality. Additionally, the study aimed to do so in the context of land-use change and urbanization, 86 

and in a manner that could assist with conservation planning for RCW. While examples of lidar-87 

based habitat modeling have been employed for endangered species conservation (Farrell et al., 88 

2013; Fricker et al., 2021), this case study does so in the context of increasing land-use change. 89 
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The RCW is a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed endangered species (USFWS, 2003), and occur 90 

on The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List (taxonomic name of 91 

Leuconotopicus borealis instead of Dryobates borealis) as a near threatened species with a 92 

decreasing population trend (BirdLife International, 2020). They serve as a suitable candidate for this 93 

analysis because of the spatially static nature of their presence. RCWs are both year-round residents, 94 

and highly committed to their cavity trees, which are excavated into living pines and require a 95 

significant investment of time and energy (Jackson, 1977). Previous study demonstrates that RCW 96 

cavity trees can remain active for several years (Conner et al., 2001), so their cavity trees can be 97 

leveraged as a reliable source of presence. Finally, they are a species for which previous study of 98 

habitat is extensive and could readily provide information on RCW habitat characteristics to structure 99 

the study’s analysis around (Walters et al., 2002; USFWS, 2003; Smart et al., 2012). 100 

This study area focuses on two RCW populations in Montgomery County, Texas, United States. The 101 

adjacent Harris County includes Houston, Texas, one of the most rapidly urbanizing metropolitan 102 

areas in the U.S. over the past ten years (U.S. Census Bureau, 2020). Land-use and urbanization pose 103 

a significant threat to the viability of avian species dependent on sensitive ecosystems, with previous 104 

work providing evidence that it can be even more detrimental than climate change (Jetz et al., 2007). 105 

Therefore, this study sought to answer the following questions: (1) Could RCW presence be 106 

successfully modelled using previous methods of generating point cloud derived habitat indicators, 107 

(2) could urban features be successfully incorporated into the modeling regime, (3) are their other 108 

spectral data that could enhance model performance, (4) to what extent do each group of variables 109 

influence RCW presence and how can those insights enable RCW habitat management and 110 

conservation? 111 
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2. Materials and Methods 112 

2.1 Study Area 113 

The study area consisted of two RCW populations: Cook’s Branch Conservancy (CBC) in 114 

Montgomery County, Texas, United States; and the Sam Houston National Forest (SHNF), also in 115 

Montgomery County, Texas (Figure 1). Both sites occur in the South Central Plains Level III 116 

ecoregion, and Southern Tertiary Uplands Level IV ecoregion of Texas (Griffith et al., 2007). The 117 

former population size is approximately 32 breeding groups and occurs on private lands. The entire 118 

CBC population was considered during analysis. The SHNF is one of four public U.S. Forest Service 119 

lands in Texas and includes a much larger population of approximately 250 breeding RCW groups. 120 

Only Compartments 31-33 were considered for this study, which consists of approximately 10 of 121 

those 250 total groups. Both areas are separated by 14.3 kilometers of distance, making migration 122 

between the populations unlikely. 123 

Forest structure is primarily coniferous, with dominant species being loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) and 124 

shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata). Hardwoods are typically sparse in upland forested areas, but are 125 

increasingly present in low, bottomland areas and stream management zones. Common hardwoods 126 

include oak species (Quercus spp.), winged elm (Ulmus alata), black tupelo (Nyssa sylvactica), and 127 

sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua). 128 

Montgomery County is a rapidly urbanizing area, with land-use change and developing residential 129 

areas occurring near both the SHNF and CBC RCW populations. CBC is surrounded by more 130 

advanced stages of urbanization, with some residential areas adjacent to the northeast side of the 131 

property. Compartments 31-33 on the SHNF have several deforested areas for agricultural purposes 132 

to the southwest, and one residential area in the middle of all three compartments (Figure 1). 133 
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 134 

Fig 1. A map of two study areas; Cook’s Branch Conservancy and Compartments 31-33 on the SHNF. Both are 135 

located in Montgomery County, Texas, United States. 136 

2.2 Workflow 137 

The study’s methodology can be broken into several subgroups consisting of processing lidar into a 138 

canopy height model (CHM), data fusion of the CHM and NAIP imagery, calculating area of habitat 139 

indicators on the stand level to use as explanatory rasters, generating euclidean distance from urban 140 

features to use as explanatory rasters, collecting Landsat 8 variables, compiling dependent variable in 141 
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the form of RCW cavity trees between 2018-2022, performing an exploratory regression on potential 142 

explanatory rasters, setting up the MaxEnt model, model tuning, model validation, and output of 143 

results and prediction surfaces (Figure 2). 144 

 145 
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 146 

Fig 2. A workflow summarizing MaxEnt model development. 147 

 148 

2.3 LiDAR to CHM Processing 149 

The Upper Coast Lidar (UCL) dataset was acquired from the Texas Natural Resources Information 150 

System (TNRIS) website and used for analysis.  The UCL is part of a larger StratMap project that 151 

aims to develop and disseminate reliable digital data layers for mapping purposes in Texas (Texas 152 

Natural Resource Information System, 2018). Data collection occurred from January 13th, 2018 153 

through March 22nd, 2018 when deciduous forest types were in leaf-off conditions. The UCL dataset 154 

was acquired using airborne methods, with flights conducted by Fugro USA Land, Inc. Aggregated 155 

nominal point density was 4.37 pts/m2, and spatial distribution of points was such that 98.64% of 1 m 156 

x 1 m cells contained at least one single swath, first return (FR) point (Texas Water Development 157 

Board, 2018). The total area of lidar coverage used for the study area was 3,817 ha. 158 

The UCL dataset is made available open-source, and divided into several tiles that comprise the 159 

entire dataset. The SHNF and CBC study areas fell within six of these tiles, which were downloaded 160 

and preprocessed using ArcGIS Pro (ESRI, Redlands, California, U.S.). Each tile consisted of several 161 

LAS files that were rasterized at 0.5 m resolution, collectively merged, and clipped to the study 162 

areas’ extent. A corresponding 1 m resolution digital elevation model for each lidar tile (DEM), also 163 

sourced from the TNRIS website’s UCL dataset, was used to normalize the rasterized lidar into a 164 

CHM. These tiles were also merged and clipped to the study areas’ extent. DEM values were 165 

subtracted from rasterized lidar values to finally arrive at a fully processed CHM. 166 
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2.4 Data Fusion with NAIP Imagery 167 

Combining optical imagery with a processed CHM is a well-established methodology for improving 168 

the predictive capabilities of two-dimensional information during image analysis (Popescu and 169 

Wynne, 2004). Optical imagery used in this study was acquired by the National Agriculture Imagery 170 

Program (NAIP) at 0.6 m resolution (US Department of Agriculture, 2020). Imagery collection 171 

occurred on October 30th 2020, so deciduous tree foliage had already transitioned in color or were in 172 

leaf-off conditions. Compositing the four RGB bands and infrared band of NAIP imagery, and the 173 

CHM raster layer resulted in five bands, with the CHM providing spatially coincident information 174 

about the height of vegetation.  175 

2.5 Creating Explanatory Rasters 176 

2.5.1 Machine Learning Classification of Habitat Indicators 177 

The methods used for creating quantified and rasterized habitat indicators followed that of previous 178 

work (Lawrence 2022). To expedite the classification process, pixel-based classification and a 179 

relatively small training sample dataset were used in place of object-based classification. A total of 180 

10 training samples per class were used for classification training, and 50 different training samples 181 

per class were used for accuracy assessment. Imagery resolution was also coarser, so height ranges 182 

were more generalized when identifying classes. The classification schema consisted of four classes 183 

that are known to characterize quality RCW habitat: “mature pine”, a younger age class of pine that 184 

was simply described as “non-mature pine”, a general class representing “hardwood” forest structure, 185 

and “forest floor”. Training samples for each class were collected using image interpretation of both 186 

the CHM and NAIP imagery. For example, mature pine could be confidently distinguished from non-187 

mature pine by examining large diameter, evergreen canopies with NAIP imagery and relatively tall 188 

height profiles from the CHM. Mature pine is a foundational requirement of suitable RCW habitat 189 

because of their need for large, softwood trees to excavate cavities (USFWS, 2003). Evidence also 190 
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suggests that older pines are more likely to be infected with fungal communities that breakdown their 191 

heartwood that promotes easier cavity excavation (USFWS, 2003). Minimal hardwood and a mixed 192 

aged coniferous forest further contribute to quality RCW habitat and was the reason for including 193 

“hardwood” and “non-mature pine” classes (USFWS, 2003). Both NAIP and the lidar derived CHM 194 

were datasets collected in leaf-off conditions, so hardwood could be easily identified when labeling 195 

training samples. Stand openness and herbaceous groundcover are known indicators of quality RCW 196 

habitat, so the extent of identifiable forest floor throughout the study area was quantified (Walters et 197 

al., 2002). Forest floor was labeled as areas of relatively short vegetation occurring between canopy 198 

gaps and at heights of approximately <1 m. For accuracy assessment, an equalized stratified random 199 

approach was used for sampling during accuracy assessment so that each class had an equal amount 200 

of randomly distributed points. Final classification accuracy was 76% and Kappa Index value was 201 

0.68 (Table 1). After generating a classification output, the number of total pixels and pixels for each 202 

class were determined at the stand level, allowing the quantification of area per class at the stand 203 

level. 204 

Table 1. An accuracy assessment confusion matrix after classifying four different RCW habitat indicators. 205 

Habitat 

Indicator Class 

Hardwood Non-

mature 

Pine 

Forest 

Floor 

Mature 

Pine 

Total User 

Accuracy 

Hardwood 204 0 10 2 216 0.94 

Non-mature Pine 2 139 1 42 184 0.75 

Forest Floor 26 3 216 8 253 0.85 

Mature Pine 18 108 23 198 347 0.57 
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Total 250 250 250 250 1000 0 

Producer 

Accuracy 

0.816 0.556 0.864 0.792 0 
 

Overall Accuracy 0.76 

Kappa Index 0.68 

 206 

2.5.2 Processing Urban and Land-use Change Spatial Features Using Euclidean Distance 207 

Urban and developed features were compiled into three additional explanatory rasters used for 208 

MaxEnt model development. Landcover classes for Montgomery County were sourced from the 209 

United States Geologic Survey’s National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (Dewitz, 2021). NLCD 210 

data for the study area was selected and downloaded using the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics 211 

Consortium webpage at 30-meter resolution, with the USGS reported an overall classification 212 

accuracy of 86.4% (Dewitz, 2021). There was a total of six NLCD classes that were determined to be 213 

important when modeling RCW presence. The first four were merged into one class named 214 

“dist_developed” and consisted of developed areas named “Open Space”, “Low Intensity”, “Medium 215 

Intensity”, and “High Intensity”. These classes were merged because their areas were similar in 216 

distribution, and distinguishing whether they had contrasting impacts on RCW presence was not 217 

useful for the purpose of this study. This merged class represented all anthropogenically developed 218 

areas, such as residences, businesses, public spaces and utilities infrastructure. The remaining two 219 

classes were merged into “dist_pasture” and consisted of “Hay/Pasture” and “Cultivated Crops”. 220 

These areas did not include physical or structural developments but did represent habitat 221 

fragmentation in the form of deforestation. The third layer, named “dist_road”, included Texas 222 
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Department of Transportation roads around the study area (Texas Department of Transportation, 223 

2023). U.S. Forest Service roads were excluded from consideration because they were significantly 224 

less traveled and typically do not incorporate a large easement. For all three classes, a Euclidean 225 

distance layer was generated from their features, resulting in continuous raster layer of values 226 

relating their distance to existing RCW trees. 227 

2.6 Dependent Variable: New Trees 2018-2022 228 

RCW tree locations serve as a convenient source of presence data for MaxEnt model 229 

development. They are an appropriate dependent variable for several reasons. RCWs require 230 

several years to excavate cavity trees into living pine trees and continue using them for several 231 

years after establishing them (USFWS, 2003). RCWs are also year-round residents, and do not 232 

migrate significant distances for wintering and breeding seasons. The available cavity tree data 233 

on the SHNF and CBC was large, and a significant portion of it was comprised of old, inactive, 234 

or even dead trees. Therefore, everything but recently active trees were filtered out to ensure 235 

presence data was more representative of true presence. Second, non-natural, or artificial 236 

cavities, were filtered out of the presence dataset. Artificial cavities are installed into trees to 237 

augment cavity space in existing clusters or establish recruitment areas for growing 238 

populations. This selection process yielded 88 total cavity trees to use as presence data during 239 

MaxEnt model training. Following Stockwell et al. (2002), this quantity of data was identified 240 
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as suitable, with their study providing evidence that a sample size of 50 data points provided 241 

near maximal performance for several different SDMs using a variety of explanatory variables. 242 

2.7 MaxEnt Model Setup 243 

2.7.1 Grouping Explanatory Rasters and Exploratory Regression 244 

Prior to beginning any analysis, explanatory rasters were assessed for collinearity so that redundant 245 

variables could be strategically filtered out, and then organized into cohesive groups. In addition to 246 

the habitat indicator variables and urban feature variables, Landsat 8 imagery from the USGS and 247 

NASA Landsat series of Earth Observation satellites was also included. Landsat 8 data was acquired 248 

on February 1st, 2020, during leaf off conditions, and was downloaded using the USGS 249 

EarthExplorer website courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey (Path/row 17/16; 7.8% cloud cover). 250 

This enabled model development that considered spectral features outside the visible light spectrum. 251 

Landsat 8 variables added to the exploratory regression included bands 1-11, and three different 252 

vegetation indices: NDVI, EVI, and SAVI. All vegetation indices were calculated with the raster 253 

calculator tool using equations 1-3: 254 

 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = (Band 5−Band 4)
(Band 5+Band 4)

 (1) 255 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = ( (Band 5−Band 4)
(Band 5+Band 4+0.5)) × 1.5 (2) 256 

 𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = ( (Band 5−Band 4)
(Band 5+6×Band 4−7.5×Band 1+1)) × 2.5 (3) 257 

 258 

Results of exploratory regression eliminated several Landsat bands and vegetation indices due to 259 

multicollinearity. The exploratory regression tool provided variance inflation factor (VIF) and 260 
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collinearity values that were used to determine which variables should be filtered (Table 2). The 261 

formula for calculating VIF is shown in Equation 4: 262 

 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 = 1
1−𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖

2 (4) 263 

After filtering for variables, ten total variables within three different groups were arrived at, none of 264 

which shared any collinearity (Figure 3). The first was RCW habitat indicators (mature pine, non-265 

mature pine, hardwood, and forest floor), the second was urban features (distance to roads, distances 266 

to urban development, distance to pastureland/cropland), and the third was non-visible features 267 

(NDVI; Landsat 8, Band 1; and Landsat 8, Band 10) (Table 2). Each of these groups were 268 

assimilated into different MaxEnt models later to compare which combinations led to best model 269 

performance. 270 
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 271 

Fig 3. (A) NAIP imagery and (B) CHM before data fusion, (C) and the classification output after analyzing them. 272 

Using the results of image classification, the area of each RCW habitat indicator was calculated at the stand level. 273 

Four resulting layers represented the habitat indicators group of variables: (D) hardwood, (E) forest floor, (F) non-274 
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mature pine, and (G) mature pine. (H) The NLCD land cover map was used to generate the group of variables 275 

representing distance to urban features from known RCW presence. They included (I) distance to roads, (J) distance 276 

to pasture and croplands, and (K) distance to developed areas. The last group of non-visible features included (L) 277 

NDVI; (M) Landsat 8, Band 1; and (N) Landsat 8, Band 10 278 

 279 

Table 2. The results of exploratory regression for variables explanatory variables remaining after filtering out 280 

variables with violations of multicollinearity.  281 

Variable Name Variable 
Description VIF Value % 

Significance 
% 

Negative % Positive 

 Habitat Indicators     

stands_mature 
Percent of stand 

area that is mature 
pine. 

2.07 100 0 100 

stands_non_mature 

Percent of stand 
area that is 

younger age and 
height class of 

pine. 

2.41 99.90 100 0 

stands_hard 
Percent of stand 

area that is 
hardwood. 

1.87 60.54 92.41 7.59 

stands_floor 
Percent of stand 
area that is forest 

floor. 
4.32 53.47 35.31 64.69 

 Urban Features     

dist_developed 

Distance from 
developed 

features, like 
homes and 
businesses. 

2.27 88.34 0.30 99.70 

dist_pasture 
Distance from 

pasture and 
croplands. 

1.62 99.60 0 100 
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dist_road Distance from 
TxDOT roads. 2.84 100 0 100 

 Non-visible 
Features     

band_1 Landsat 8 spectral 
band 1. 2.79 100 100 0 

band_10 Landsat 8 spectral 
band 10. 5.83 71.80 21.48 78.52 

ndvi 
Calculated NDVI 
using Landsat 8 
bands 5 and 4. 

2.26 50.42 57.52 42.48 

 282 

2.7.2 Model Parameters 283 

Several Explanatory Variable Expansions or Basis Functions are available for model tuning in 284 

ArcGIS Pro’s MaxEnt (Presence-Only) model tool. Model development underwent numerous 285 

iterations that used a combination of Original (Linear), Squared (Quadratic), Pairwise Interaction 286 

(Product), Smoothed Step (Hinge), and Discrete Step (Threshold). A relatively simple model setup 287 

using Linear, Product, and Squared basis functions resulted in consistently better model performance. 288 

Conversely, the inclusion of smoothed or discrete step functions led to excessively long processing 289 

times, but more importantly, decreased model performance due to overly complex model setup. 290 

I designated the relative weight of presence-to-background at 90 out of 100. The challenge was 291 

tuning the model to a situation where most of the study area was potentially suitable RCW habitat, 292 

but some small proportion was confidently not suitable RCW habitat. A selection of 90 resulted in a 293 

model that heavily relied on presence points while still providing some weight to background points 294 

automatically generated by the model. The presence probability cutoff was also tuned to a value of 295 

0.4, meaning the model classified presence as any area with a probability of 40% or greater. 296 

Lowering the probability cutoff translates to a potentially higher model performance, but greater area 297 
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of potential presence, and an opposite outcome when increasing it. Finally, the C-log-log formula for 298 

calculating presence probability was used, which is expressed as follows: 299 

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 1 − exp (− exp(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑃𝑃)) (5) 300 

This formula is more appropriate for presence data like RCW trees, where occurrences are fixed in 301 

space (ESRI, n.d.). After arriving at the above model setup, these parameters were maintained for 302 

models using different groups of explanatory rasters. This ensured consistency and the ability to 303 

make reasonable comparisons of model performance.  304 

2.8 Model Validation and Outputs 305 

Model outputs consisted of correctly classified RCW presence for both training and validation, the 306 

percentage of background points classified as potential presence, area under the curve (AUC), 307 

omission rate (incorrectly classified RCW presence), and predictive surfaces. Model validation was 308 

carried out using five groups of randomly resampled points generated by the MaxEnt (Presence 309 

Only) tool in ArcGIS Pro, each being a subset of training data. For each validation group, a separate 310 

training iteration was performed using the remaining points, followed by validation using that group. 311 

When reporting results, the average of all five separate validation groups was calculated and 312 

compared to training results. 313 

To provide a visualization of the model’s ability to successfully map presence in background areas, 314 

or unknown areas of presence, an array of historical cavity tree locations outside of training data and 315 

likely absence points were assembled. The former consisted of all documented tree locations 316 

available for both CBC and the SHNF, regardless of cavity status, year established, or type of cavity. 317 

Types of cavities are either natural or artificial, the latter being a cavity installed by wildlife 318 

managers. Likely absence was a collection of randomly generated points in areas that were unlikely 319 
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to accommodate RCW habitat needs. This included forested stands that were predominantly 320 

hardwood and prairies restoration areas. These groups of points were mapped alongside predictions 321 

of RCW presence in background areas later, and both groups’ occurrences in four classes of RCW 322 

presence probability were enumerated. The predictive surface classes were 0.00-0.25, 0.25-0.50, 323 

0.50-0.75, and 0.75-1.00 probability of presence areas. Finally, percentages of occurrences for 324 

historical cavity locations and likely absence points were calculated for each class, and the area of 325 

that each class represented in the study area. 326 

3. Results 327 

3.1 Model Performance and Comparisons 328 

All five models using different combinations of explanatory rasters resulted in an AUC greater than 329 

0.7 and classified RCW presence correctly more than 90% of the time during training (Figure 4 and 330 

Table 3). The model including habitat indicators, urban features, and Landsat 8 variables (M4) 331 

resulted in a highest AUC of 0.88, and the model using only habitat indicators (M1) resulted in the 332 

most accurate classification of presence at 100% and 95.32% for training and validation, 333 

respectively. For reference, an AUC of 0.5 is considered a model making only random predictions, 334 

whereas an AUC greater than 0.70 represents a model with meaningful predictive capabilities (Elith 335 

et al., 2006). Despite a higher AUC performance during training, model M4 generated relatively poor 336 

validation results. The average presence correctly classified for validation groups was 10.65% lower 337 

than presence correctly classified during training for M4. The only other model with a larger 338 

disparity between training and validation was M5, with a 13.88% difference. The remaining models 339 

(M1-M3) generated validation results that were reasonably comparable to RCW presence correctly 340 

classified during training (<6%). Models using habitat indicators (M1-M4) always performed better 341 

in terms of AUC, and presence correctly classified during both training and validation. 342 
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 343 

Fig 4. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and AUC results for all five different model variants, each of 344 

which used a different combination of explanatory rasters. 345 

Models using more groups of explanatory rasters were able to designate a smaller area of background 346 

points as potential RCW presence. For example, M4 was the only model using all three groups of 347 

explanatory rasters and resulted in the lowest amount of background classified as potential RCW 348 

presence (34.35%). Models M2, M3 and M5 all used two groups of explanatory rasters, and 349 

classified background as potential RCW presence at an intermediate level (approximately 44-48%). 350 

M1 used only the habitat indicator group of variables and designated the largest amount of 351 

background as potential RCW presence at 61.56% (Table 3). 352 

Table 3. Model results for five different MaxEnt models of RCW presence.  353 
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Model 
Name 

Variable 
Groups 

Used 
AUC 

% 
Presenc

e 
Correct

ly 
Classifi

ed 

% Presence 
Misclassifie
d (Omission 

Rate) 

% 
Backgroun
d Classified 
as Potential 

Presence 

% 
Backgroun

d 
Unchanged 

% 
Average 

of 
validatio

n 

Difference between 
Training/Validatio

n 

M1 Indicators 0.73 100 0 61.56 38.44 95.32 4.68 

M2 
Indicators, 

Urban 
Features 

0.82 92.86 7.14 44.62 55.38 86.97 5.89 

M3 
Indicators, 

Non-
visible 

0.84 94.05 5.95 47.95 52.05 90.64 3.41 

M4 

Indicators, 
Urban 

Features, 
Non-

visible 

0.88 94.05 5.95 34.35 65.65 83.40 10.65 

M5 

Urban 
Features, 

Non-
visible 

0.80 91.67 8.33 46.88 53.12 77.79 13.88 

 354 

3.2 Response Curves 355 

To visualize all the explanatory rasters and their relationship to RCW presence probability, response 356 

curves from model M4 were used (Figure 5). Visualizations of the response curves for Landsat 8 357 

NDVI, Band 1, and Band 10 are provided, but their relationship with probability of presence is not 358 

elaborated on here. While they were used as explanatory rasters to enhance model performance, 359 

describing their relationship to RCW presence is not the intention of this study. 360 

An increase in mature pine, arguably the most important feature of quality RCW habitat, displayed a 361 

positive relationship with RCW presence (USFWS, 2003). Model results suggested RCW presence 362 

was highest (0.99) when the area of mature pine was 73%. An increase in the younger age class of 363 

pine, or non-mature pine, correlated positively to RCW presence up to 60% of stand area. Increased 364 

stand openness also correlated with increased probability of RCW presence, with an area less than 365 
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38% resulting in a decrease in probability of RCW presence. Probability of RCW presence increased 366 

as the distance from both croplands and developed areas increased. This was truer of croplands, with 367 

presence probability ranging 22% at 39 m to 97% at 2043 m. For developed areas, the range was 368 

52% at 24 m to 76% at 1614 m. Distance to roads was the exception amongst response curves of 369 

urban features, with probability of presence increasing from 40% at 3969 m to 90% at 24 m. 370 

 371 

  372 

Fig 5. Response curves for ten explanatory rasters used when developing MaxEnt model M5. 373 

3.3 Predictive Surfaces 374 

Model M4 was used as a case study for predictive surface results because it included all the 375 

explanatory rasters during training. Predictive surfaces for the SHNF and CBC study areas placed 376 
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578 or 80.84% of historical cavity tree locations within areas of 25-100% probability of presence 377 

(Table 4). The number of historical cavity trees falling within each quartile of presence probability 378 

between 0.25 to 1.00 was relatively similar, ranging from 24-30% for all three groups. This contrasts 379 

with points generated in areas of likely absence for RCWs, with points being excluded more 380 

confidently from higher probability quartiles. For example, only 5 likely absence points were in 0.75-381 

1.00 probability of presence areas, 35 in 0.50-0.75, and 68 in 0.25-0.5. Most instances of likely 382 

absence (80.92%) fell within the 0.00-0.25 probability of presence groups. 383 

Table 4. The results of model validation using an array of historical RCW cavity tree locations and randomly 384 

generated points in areas of unlikely RCW presence. 385 

Probability 
of Presence 

(%) 

Historical 
Cavities Likely Absence Points 

Percent of Total 
Historical 
Cavities 

Percent of 
Total Likely 

Absence Points 
Hectares Percent of 

Total Area 

0.00-0.25 137 458 19.16 80.92 1756 47.71 

0.25-0.50 172 68 24.05 12.01 1035 28.13 

0.50-0.75 217 35 30.35 6.18 575 15.63 

0.75-1.00 189 5 26.43 0.88 314 8.53 

 386 

 387 
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 388 

Fig 6. The M4 predictive surface of RCW presence in the SHNF and CBC study areas. Also included are training 389 

sample trees, historical cavity tree locations, and randomly generated points in areas of likely absence.  390 

4. Discussion 391 

4.1 MaxEnt Model Performance 392 

Modeling results demonstrated that lidar-based explanatory rasters developed around known habitat 393 

indicators for RCWs were important to model performance. For all four models (M1-M4) using 394 

lidar-based habitat indicators, both AUC and correctly classified presence were higher than the one 395 

model excluding them (M5). The one exception was AUC in the case of M1 (Table 3).  All the 396 

models using lidar-based habitat indicators also performed better during validation, with their non-397 
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habitat indicator counterpart performing the worst at a 13.88% reduction in correctly classified RCW 398 

presence from training to validation. These results suggest that a lidar-based methodology is a viable 399 

way to increase the predictive capabilities of a species distribution model for RCWs and other avian 400 

species whose habitat is characterized by vertical forest structure. 401 

After validating the results of M4’s prediction surfaces using historical cavity tree locations and 402 

likely absence points, there was further evidence suggesting MaxEnt modeling results can reliably 403 

model RCW presence. This was especially true when assessing M4’s ability to determine where 404 

RCWs were probably not occurring (81% of points falling in 0-0.25 probability of presence), and to a 405 

lesser extent, the model’s ability to determine where historical RCW presence occurred. 406 

Comparisons of correctly classified RCW presence were poorer when comparing validation during 407 

model training (83.40% at a 0.4 probability cutoff) and validation of predictive surfaces using 408 

historical cavity tree locations (80.84% at a 0.25 probability cutoff). Some of the historical cavity 409 

tree locations used were in discrete locations relative to training data (Figure 6), so it is possible a 410 

larger amount of interpolation in unknown areas contributed. Previous work has suggested this can 411 

be difficult in some MaxEnt presence-only modeling scenarios (Merow et al., 2013). 412 

Models M1 and M4 reduced the area of potential RCW presence the least (38%) and most (66%), 413 

and used the least and most explanatory rasters, respectively. Therefore, incorporation of more 414 

explanatory rasters reduced the area of potential presence, but with a loss of validation performance. 415 

For example, model M4 used 10 explanatory rasters and validation results were 10.65% less than 416 

training, whereas model M1 used 4 explanatory rasters and was only 4.68% lower. This led to a 417 

balancing act of model parsimony and performance. It also highlights the challenge of balancing the 418 

model’s ability to mitigate omission error (mistakenly excluded presence) while also reducing also 419 

reducing commission error (the inclusion of uninhabited areas as potential presence). A reduction in 420 

omission rate can easily be accomplished by also decreasing the model’s confidence threshold, but 421 
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eventually leads to an unhelpful map consisting of only potential presence (Townsend Peterson and 422 

Kluza, 2006). Model validation results also suggested that the selection of variable groups was 423 

important, with some combinations more successful at extrapolating learning to new areas than 424 

others. This is evidenced by the results of model M5, which had fewer explanatory rasters than M4 425 

but still resulted in poorer performance for AUC, training, and validation. 426 

4.2 Response Curves: Urbanization and Previous RCW Work 427 

I was also able to assess the probability of RCW presence in the context of urbanization, which is 428 

increasingly present around both study areas. In the case of M2, and to some extent M4, model 429 

performance increased when incorporating urban features into MaxEnt model setup. This confirms 430 

that urban features on the landscape are influencing RCW presence, with response curves providing 431 

more specific insight into their spatial relationship. For example, our results indicate that developed 432 

and agricultural areas negatively correlate with RCW presence at closer distances, with the latter 433 

being more impactful. For our case study, however, RCWs are tolerant of both land-use types to 434 

some extent and at certain distances. At distances of approximately 1.5-2 km, RCWs are most likely 435 

to persist despite these urban features, so there is some reference to how anticipated land-use change 436 

might potentially impact RCW populations. These results were also in agreement with the 437 

exploratory regression performed when filtering explanatory variables; a larger distance from 438 

agricultural and developed areas promoted RCW presence (Table 2). Conversely, the M4 response 439 

curve and exploratory regression results for distance from roads were not in agreement, with M4 440 

results suggesting that RCW probability of presence increased at closer distances to roads. While 441 

these results are somewhat confounding, a fair interpretation might be that RCW’s relationship to 442 

roads and other urban features is complex, and not entirely intolerant in some circumstances. 443 
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In most cases, M4 response curves demonstrated appropriate parallels to previous RCW habitat 444 

investigations (Figure 5). Most notably, an increase in probability of RCW presence was associated 445 

with an increase in the area of mature pine and stand openness, and a decrease in the area of 446 

hardwood. It is well documented that RCW habitat consists of upland, mature pine forest with 447 

minimal hardwood (USFWS, 2003), so these results are not surprising. There is also evidence that 448 

quality RCW habitat is characterized by a multi-aged forest structure, with moderately dense mature 449 

pine complimented by relatively sparse small-to-medium size pine (James et al., 2001; Walters et al., 450 

2002). The M4 response curve for non-mature pine appears to support this finding, with an increase 451 

in area associated with an increase in the probability of RCW presence, but not as significant an area 452 

as mature pine.  453 

4.3 Influence on Conservation Planning and Habitat Planning 454 

The RCW is a federally endangered species requiring well-understood habitat conditions, most of 455 

which are characterized by some vertical feature in the forest structure. Managing for these 456 

conditions on U.S. Forest Service lands often occurs at a compartment or multi-compartment scales 457 

and is structured around the history of management at the stand-level. For example, prescribed fire 458 

might be applied to any stand age, whereas forest thinning would only be applied to stands with 459 

undesirable basal area. This was the rationale for conducting the study’s analysis on a local scale, 460 

with similar work demonstrating that local-scale planning is optimal for other sensitive species, too 461 

(DeBoer et al., 2006). 462 

The results shown can help inform RCW conservation and management decisions in the context of 463 

an increasingly urbanized landscape. Predictive surfaces provide a spatial distribution of where 464 

quality versus poor habitat is occurring, along with visualizing where quality habitat is unoccupied. 465 

For populations in recovery, this could provide information on how much suitable habitat is available 466 
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to designate as recruitment areas, and where to locate recruitment sites within those areas. Previous 467 

work on RCW population genetics suggests that fragmentation of RCW habitat, and not the size of 468 

habitat area alone, has a more pronounced impact on an RCW population’s genetic viability 469 

(Bruggeman et al., 2010). Predictive surfaces can illustrate where habitat continuity is occurring, as 470 

opposed to where there might be opportunities to focus habitat improvement to promote habitat 471 

continuity. With insights at the stand level, this could influence strategic forest planning decisions, 472 

such as thinning, herbicide, prescribed burning, and planting. Additionally, peripheral habitat on 473 

adjacent property ownership can be factored into potential long-term, precautionary planning. Land-474 

use change and deforestation in these areas cannot be prevented, but this modeling approach can 475 

allow for reasonable predictions of future conditions in the event those changes occur. Although 476 

there is evidence that extrapolating the predictive powers of MaxEnt models can be difficult, there 477 

might also be potential for assessing completely disjunct areas for their suitability to accommodate 478 

RCWs. 479 

5. Conclusions 480 

For this case study, assimilating lidar-based habitat indicators, data fusion, machine learning 481 

classification, land-use features, and non-visible spectra into MaxEnt model development allowed a 482 

fine-scale and accurate assessment of where RCW presence was occurring on two populations. The 483 

SHNF and CBC are in a rapidly urbanizing area of Montgomery County, Texas, so the results of this 484 

approach demonstrate that MaxEnt modeling can provide discrete insights that guide conservation 485 

planning. Furthermore, when modeling incorporates fine-scale lidar, those insights can be highly 486 

informative in the case of avian species whose habitat is defined by vertical forest complexity. As 487 

urbanization continues to encroach in and around habitat that is relied upon by RCW and other 488 

sensitive species globally, modeling techniques such as these can enable wildlife managers to make 489 

informed decisions that promote biodiversity, despite the challenges of habitat loss and deforestation.  490 
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